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Eyal Gofer, Shachar Praisler, Student Member, IEEE, and Guy Gilboa, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—This work considers the problem of depth com-
pletion, with or without image data, where an algorithm may
measure the depth of a prescribed limited number of pixels. The
algorithmic challenge is to choose pixel positions strategically and
dynamically to maximally reduce overall depth estimation error.
This setting is realized in daytime or nighttime depth completion
for autonomous vehicles with a programmable LiDAR.
Our method uses an ensemble of predictors to define a
sampling probability over pixels. This probability is proportional
to the variance of the predictions of ensemble members, thus
highlighting pixels that are difficult to predict. By additionally
proceeding in several prediction phases, we effectively reduce
redundant sampling of similar pixels.
Our ensemble-based method may be implemented using any
depth-completion learning algorithm, such as a state-of-the-art
neural network, treated as a black box. In particular, we also
present a simple and effective Random Forest-based algorithm,
and similarly use its internal ensemble in our design.
We conduct experiments on the KITTI dataset, using the
neural network algorithm of Ma et al. and our Random Forest-
based learner for implementing our method. The accuracy of
both implementations exceeds the state of the art. Compared
with a random or grid sampling pattern, our method allows a
reduction by a factor of 4–10 in the number of measurements
required to attain the same accuracy.
Index Terms—Adaptive sampling, depth completion, LiDAR,
active learning, ensemble methods, Random Forest, probability
matching.
I. INTRODUCTION
C
ONSTRUCTING an accurate depth map of a scene is an
important computer vision task and an essential techno-
logical component in autonomous vehicles. Increasingly, Light
Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) is being used to provide a
subset of a depth map from which the full map is inferred.
In this process, LiDAR measurements may be aggregated
with other data such as RGB images, and inference can be
performed by either classical image-processing algorithms or
machine learning methods. The introduction of LiDAR data
has allowed for more accurate depth estimation compared
with methods relying on monocular or stereo images alone.
In addition, the use of LiDAR enables depth estimation in
poor lighting conditions and even in complete darkness.
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Common LiDARs operate by scanning a scene periodically
along multiple fixed horizontal lines. This is done by me-
chanically rotating the transceivers. Recently, however, new
LiDAR designs are emerging, which allow programmable
scanning. They are based on solid-state technologies, where
the laser beam is controlled electronically. Thus, instead of
following a fixed scanning regime, these new LiDARs could
be programmed to measure at dynamically changing points
[1], [2]. In particular, scans could be directed at areas of max-
imal interest, reflecting changing conditions. This technology
therefore opens the possibility of obtaining the same quality of
depth estimation with far fewer measurements (less acquisition
time and power consumption per depth image). Alternatively,
given a fixed number of samples, it allows to produce a more
accurate reconstructed scene. What is needed is a method for
choosing the most important points to measure a given scene
in an adaptive, data-driven fashion.
A. A Dynamic Measuring Process
A key observation in the design of the method suggested
in this work, and probably of any adaptive depth estimation
algorithm, is that some points are more important to estimate
correctly than others. Intuitively, important points should in-
clude ones that are near the boundary between objects that
lie at vastly different distances. A depth map that does not
accurately reflect the position of such boundaries would suffer
a large error (e.g., in absolute or RMSE terms).1
This notion of importance is static in that it does not depend
on the estimation process. Crucially, a statically important
point is not necessarily important to measure. For example,
as more LiDAR measurements near a point are collected, its
depth may be estimated accurately without directly measuring
it. This example highlights a different notion of importance
that is dynamic, and reflects the benefit of measuring a point
to improving overall depth estimation at a given time.
To complicate matters, one often has image data available,
which may be used to estimate boundaries between objects
accurately using various computer vision methods. In this case,
the importance of LiDAR measurements at boundary points
also depends on the available visual cues.
An algorithm for adaptive measurements thus needs to
assess the relative dynamic importance of each point given
the available information sources. In addition, it should be able
1Estimating depth at the interior points of objects is of course important
too. However, given the reasonable assumption that natural scenes are approx-
imately piecewise linear, as few as three measurements inside each “piece”
allow for accurate depth estimation through linear interpolation.
2Fig. 1. The prediction flow. Given an (optional) RGB image as input, our adaptive depth completion algorithm consists of (a) generating an adaptive sampling
pattern of B samples in K phases and (b) predicting dense depth using the RGB input and the generated samples. (a) For each phase, an ensemble of M
black-box predictors yields M sets of predictions, which are used to calculate a variance image. A probability proportional to the variance is used to choose
the next B/K samples. These samples are added to the existing depth samples as input for the next phase. (b) The generated B samples and the RGB input
are used by the final depth completion predictor to produce dense depth.
to handle the usual challenges of depth completion, namely,
complex scenes and noisy data. These considerations motivate
an algorithmic solution that is built on top of an existing depth
completion algorithm and that defines a notion of dynamic
importance based on its performance.
B. Error, Variance, and Ensembles
Given a depth completion algorithm A, consider applying it
to a scene and then examining the pixel-wise depth prediction
error, for example, the squared error. Pixels where the error is
large are reasonably expected to be those where measurement
could help the most.2 Prediction error is thus a natural criterion
for static importance.
Normally, however, depth ground truth is unavailable, mean-
ing that prediction error cannot be used for choosing points
to measure. We will need a proxy for the error that is always
available.
Consider then an ensemble of predictors, which are different
variants derived from A. Given that A is a machine learning
algorithm, such variants may be obtained by training A on
different subsets or bootstrap samples of the training data.3
Viewing the depth prediction of a variant at a given pixel as
a statistical estimator P of the ground truth g, its squared
error famously may be expressed as the sum of its (both non-
negative) variance and bias. Thus, the variance of P is always
a lower bound of the error. Assuming optimistically that A
produces predictors with small bias, the variance may serve
as a proxy for the error in our suggested error-based measuring
scheme.
C. Phased Sampling and Probability Matching
To use variance as a dynamic notion of importance, we
implement two additional mechanisms. First, we apply the
ensemble construction in several phases (usually four or eight),
where an equal fraction of the measurement budget is used in
each phase. Specifically, in each phase an ensemble of pre-
dictors is trained given the currently available measurements,
2Note that given a black-box algorithm, this is a reasonable approximation,
but not a guarantee.
3Even if A is completely deterministic for a given scene, variants may be
created for each scene by taking different samples of the measured points, or
by adding random noise to the positions of measured pixels.
and the variance of the predictions of ensemble members is
used to select the next pixels to be measured. This results in
a hierarchy of ensembles that may then be applied in order
to measure pixels in a test image. Phased sampling ensures
that we update pixel importance as sampling progresses, to a
degree that depends on the number of phases. Choosing the
exact number of phases must balance the need for frequent
updates against the increased computational cost and the
possibility of overfitting.
Second, rather than measure the points with the highest vari-
ance in each phase, we define a probability that is proportional
to the variance, and use it for sampling, an approach known
as probability matching. This ensures that if several regions
with high-variance points exist, we will tend to measure points
from all of them, rather than focus on the “best” points, which
may be concentrated in a single region, or even a small part
of it.
Once the sampling process is executed on the training set,
a final predictor may be trained on the data, which includes
all the sampled depths. This final predictor may be applied
to a test image that has been similarly augmented with depth
measurements. An overall view of the prediction process is
given in Figure 1.
D. Our Contributions
In this paper we present the following main novelties and
contributions:
1) We propose a new, very general, adaptive sampling
method for LiDARs, which leverages principles from
statistics and active learning. The proposed method can
enhance any learning-based depth completion algorithm,
where an ensemble can be constructed. We showcase this
by applying the same generic sampling method to two
completely different completion algorithms: one based
on a deep neural network and the other on Random
Forest.
2) A new depth completion algorithm based on Random
Forest is introduced. It is very lean, is based on only 26
hand-crafted features per pixel and needs a very small
amount of data for training. In our experiments, its per-
formance with adaptive sampling was on a par or even
slightly better than the neural net-based implementation.
33) Extensive experiments on the KITTI depth completion
data [3] show our sampling algorithm outperforms grid
and random sampling, as well as state-of-the-art adap-
tive sampling methods [4], [5]. Compared with random
sampling or sampling on a grid, our method requires a
factor of 4–10 fewer measurements to achieve the same
RMSE, where the exact factor depends on the underlying
depth completion algorithm and the target error level.
4) Our algorithm works well also for the case where no
RGB is available (unguided depth completion), unlike
[4] and [5]. Thus LiDAR sampling can be enhanced also
at night or when visibility is poor.
II. RELATED WORK
Adaptive depth sampling for depth completion is naturally
considered as a task in computer vision but should also be seen
in the wider research context of adaptive sampling and active
learning. Both these perspectives are given in this section.
A. Depth Completion
Depth completion involves estimating a dense depth image
from a partial one, usually with the aid of an additional
RGB image to help overcome the loss of spatial information.
Throughout the years, some classical approaches have been
used for this task, but most of these works handled inputs
of low resolution dense depth [6], [7], [8] and almost-dense
depth that is highly noisy or missing some data [9], [10],
[11], [12]. Only few works [13], [14], [15] have dealt with
the more challenging problem of working on a sparse depth,
namely, a scattered, small percentage of valid depth pixels.
In recent years, with the wider use of deep learning methods,
dealing with sparse depth has become more common. These
frameworks have become dominant, showing state-of-the-art
results.
Many authors have proposed new CNN architectures,
mainly variations of encoder-decoder, to learn directly how
to complete depth, based on local and global connections
between the depth pixels, and if such exist, also between the
RGB image and the depth pixels. Some works [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20] focused on finding better variants of CNNs, while
others created designated modules for them. Such modules
can be found, for example, in the works of Huang et al.
[21], who introduced sparsity-invariant operations for handling
sparse inputs and sparse feature maps, and Chen et al. [22],
who created 2D-3D fuse blocks for better extraction of joint
features. Tang et al. [23] developed a guided-convolution
module that generates content-dependent and spatially-variant
kernels, while only recently, Lee et al. [24] introduced a new
cross guidance module to help share information between the
RGB and the sparse depth.
Other researchers suggested a multi-task approach to benefit
from the relations between the tasks (often, as constraints).
See, e.g., Lee et al. [25] who additionally computed surface
normals, Eldesokey et al. [26] and Van et al. [27] who applied
a confidence map to refine the depth result, and Qiu et al. [28]
and Xu et al. [29] who used both.
It is worth mentioning that most networks were trained in
a supervised manner, but some self-supervision can also be
found [30], [31].
B. Adaptive Depth Sampling
Various sampling techniques have been intensely explored
over the years for tasks such as scene reconstruction, noise
reduction and compact representations [32], [33], [34], [35].
These works involved sampling from fully-available data
rather than querying for missing data, namely, a different
setting than ours. For the problem of depth sampling, despite
developments in depth completion methods, only few works
have tried sampling patterns other than random, LiDAR scans
(horizontal rows) or grid, which are all non-adaptive.
Early guided depth sampling has been introduced for dispar-
ity map reconstruction. These works focused on sample areas
with high magnitudes of depth gradients, but did not deal with
very low (below 5%) sampling budgets. For example, Hawe
et al. [36] assumed that disparity discontinuities coincide with
image intensity edges, and therefore applied an edge detector
to the image and divided the budget between the edgy areas
and the smoother parts. Liu et al. [37] suggested obtaining
an estimation of the disparity using half of the budget (with
a uniformly random pattern) and then improving the initial
disparity estimation by sampling the other half of the budget
along the depth gradients.
Recently, adaptive sampling algorithms for depth comple-
tion were introduced following the emergence of new optical
machinery [38], [39] that allowed sampling irregular patterns
more precisely. Wolff et al. [4] proposed an image-driven
sampling and reconstruction strategy based on dividing the
image into approximately piecewise segments (using super-
pixels), followed by sampling each center of mass and filling
the entire segment with the sampled depth. This method
required one-fourth to one-third of the samples for a given
reconstruction RMSE relative to random or grid patterns.
Another work by Bergman et al. [5] introduced deep neural
network for end-to-end sampling and reconstruction. A grid
pattern was taken as a prior, and then an importance vector
flow field was used to move the initial location of the samples
into the final, more interesting areas.
C. Active Learning and Generic Adaptive Sampling
Active learning (AL) allows an algorithm to query for labels,
in contrast to the more common form of supervised learning.
Active learning and adaptive sampling have been the target
of extensive research in the machine learning and the design
of experiments literature [40], [41], [42]. Both heuristic and
theoretical results have focused more on classification than on
regression.
In computer vision, AL has also been applied primarily for
classification, with the purpose of reducing the human effort
of annotating images for segmentation and object detection.
See, e.g., [43], [44], and [45], which also mentions additional
examples. Such applications can also be found in the context
of autonomous driving [46], [47], [48]. Of special interest is
the work of Feng et al. [48], which used AL to select data
4for annotation as part of training an object detector using
RGB and LiDAR data. The authors applied, among other
methods, ensembles of deep networks for classification, and
used the difference in their predictions as the basis for several
measures of uncertainty. They observed improvement over
random sampling not only in classification, but also, indirectly,
in the MSE of localization. In a recent thesis of Rai [49],
AL was used in the context of monocular depth estimation.
Emphasis in the training was given to small regions with
distinct RGB features, of high probability to be near depth
discontinuities.
For regression, variance reduction has been suggested as a
goal for AL by Cohn et al. [50], being a component of the
error. Cohn [51] also examined minimizing the bias, and noted
that ideally one would minimize the squared error.
The Query by Committee (QBC) algorithm [52], [53] uses
an ensemble of predictors to decide probabilistically which
sample to query for a label at each time (see also [54]); the
higher the disagreement between the predictors, the higher the
probability. While this algorithm was defined for classification,
it is natural to extend it to regression and use the variance
of ensemble element predictions on a sample as a measure
of disagreement [55], as we do in this work. Variance-based
sampling was used successfully by Borisov et al. [56] for
classification, where it was suggested for regression as well.
The work of Douak et al. [57] showed that active learning
based on ensemble variance has a better learning curve than
random sampling in a spectroscopy data regression task.
Many authors have noted that considering disagreement
alone may result in sampling that is not diverse and represen-
tative enough. Increased diversity is desirable for preventing a
difficult region from being repeatedly sampled even after it is
already “understood”. Unrepresentative points may simply be
outliers. Some works gave methods to account for diversity
and representativeness [56], [57], [58], [59], [60]. Of those
works dealing with regression, that of Douak et al. [57]
showed no improvement over their variance-only approach.
In the algorithm of Wu [59], k-means clustering was used on
top of QBC to add diversity and representativeness. While
showing improved results, this algorithm seems infeasible
for large datasets. The method of Park and Kim [60] also
used clustering-based diversity and representativeness quanti-
ties which it added to a Laplacian regularized least squares
optimization objective. While showing some improvement
over QBC, this method also has a scalability problem. We
comment that performing several iterations of sampling and
retraining, as we do, serves to reduce the error (which for MSE
includes the variance) of points in regions that are already
represented in the measured set, implicitly obtaining diversity.
An alternative approach to variance reduction is to find
which sample could minimize the generalization error if added
to the training set. Such an approach is typically too expen-
sive [41], although approximations are feasible for restricted
cases in binary classification (e.g., [61], [44]). More recently,
Konyushkova et al. [62] presented a method for learning error
reduction for a given classifier.
The work of Ka¨ding et al. [63] provided an AL method
for regression that finds the sample maximizing change in the
model output, which they can calculate when using a gaussian
process regressor. They showed a consistent advantage over
other AL methods, including variance reduction, on image
data. They comment on the strength of passive sampling,
which comes second only to their method. We note that Wu
[59] found random sampling inferior to all AL methods tested
there, and our methods beat random sampling as well.
The approach of sampling the point with the maximal
predicted error was considered in the design of experiments
literature [64]. These authors trained a kriging model to predict
the absolute error on all points, and picked the one with
maximal absolute error, conditioning that it be far enough from
all points already labeled (diversity).
We conclude by noting that the theory of AL for regression
is still not well-developed. A negative result [65] showed that
even for the family of Lipschitz regression functions with
added i.i.d. gaussian noise, AL cannot improve the minimax
rate of non-adaptive sampling by more than a constant factor.
The same authors showed improvements for more restrictive
cases. More recently, Goetz et al. [66] showed the optimality
of a sampling method for a class of learners (Mondrian trees).
Their algorithm starts with a random sample and continues
based on the variance in the leaves of the tree. We point out
that the above negative result does not preclude the utility of
AL in concrete settings or on average.
III. METHODS
A depth completion algorithm is tasked with reproducing
the true depth of each pixel in a scene given a partial set of
(possibly noisy) depth measurements. The algorithm usually
has color images as input as well (the so-called RGBd sce-
nario), but may have only depth information (the d scenario).
For training purposes the algorithm is given a collection
of n scenes I = {(Ii, Gi, Di)}
n
i=1, where Ii maps pixels to
color, Gi maps them to true depth, and Di to noisy depth
measurements for some subset of the pixels, and otherwise to
−1. For prediction, Gi is either unknown or usable only for
evaluation, and the algorithm outputs an estimate Ĝi of the
ground truth for every i. We note that the ground truth itself
may be available only for some of the pixels, as it is for the
KITTI dataset, in which case measurement is further restricted
to this available set, as is evaluation.
In an adaptive depth completion scenario, which we con-
sider here, each Di starts as a trivial map, and is updated
after each measurement choice the algorithm makes for scene
i. The algorithm is allowed a total budget of B measurements
per scene.
We propose a probabilistic algorithmic solution for the
adaptive depth completion problem, based on ensemble vari-
ance. A generic construction will be given along with two
concrete implementations.
A. A Generic Algorithm
The general training framework of our algorithm comprises
several elements. First, an ensemble of predictors is created
using a given depth completion algorithm. These predictors are
trained on different subsets or bootstrap samples of the training
5set, resulting in different variants of the same predictor.
Second, each ensemble member yields predictions for each
training image pixel and the variance of predictions per pixel
is computed. Third, the pixels to measure are sampled for each
scene with probability proportional to the variance.
This process is repeated several times, and for each repeti-
tion, or phase, an equal fraction of the measurement budget
is used. We comment that the sampling process does not
allow repetitions. Once all measurements are made, a final
depth completion predictor is trained on the whole training
set, possibly, but not necessarily, using the same algorithm
employed for the ensembles.
For testing on new images, the trained ensembles are simi-
larly used to select points to measure, and the final predictor
is used for depth completion. The detailed generic procedure
is given in Figure 2. Note that in the depth-only scenario, the
first phase of sampling practically picks points uniformly at
random.
B. A Neural Net-Based Implementation
The above generic construction accommodates any depth
completion algorithm for which we can create different vari-
ants to form ensembles. As an almost straightforward imple-
mentation of this scheme we took the neural network (NN)
algorithm of Ma et al. [16], [30] as our depth completion
algorithm and created the variants by training it on distinct,
roughly equal-sized subsets of the training set. To reduce
overfitting, when calculating the variance for each pixel in
the training stage, we excluded the predictor that was trained
on that image. We note that this algorithm uses a validation
set as part of its training, and this set was treated exactly like
the test set. The same algorithm was also used for the final
predictor. Beside the convenience of working with one, rather
than two different algorithms, this choice intuitively increases
the likelihood that the selected pixels would be suitable and
useful for the final predictor.
C. A Random Forest-Based Implementation
The Random Forest (RF) machine learning algorithm oper-
ates by training an ensemble of decision trees and predicting
the value of a new sample by averaging their individual
predictions [67], [68]. Each tree in this ensemble is constructed
based on its own bootstrap sample of the training set, that
is, a sample with replacement and of the same size as the
original set. Our second implementation of the generic scheme
involves a Random Forest predictor as the entire ensemble in
each phase and also as the final predictor.
More concretely, we formally use a decision-tree algorithm
as the depth completion algorithm A in the generic scheme.
This algorithm treats depth completion as a regression problem
for predicting the depth of a single pixel, and operates on
feature vectors that will be described shortly. To train the
ensemble in each phase, we first take a random subsample
of the pixels of each training image, to reduce the size of the
training sets of A. Then we create an ensemble by training A
using different bootstrap samples of that smaller training set.
This is the same as training a Random Forest algorithm and
1: procedure PHASEDVARPM-TRAIN
2: Input: depth completion algorithms A, Af ,
3: scene set I, budget B, number of phases K ,
4: ensemble size M
5: for m← 1,M do
6: Im ← m-th set of images selected from I
7: end for
8: for k ← 1,K do
9: for m← 1,M do
10: Pk,m ← train predictor using A and Im
11: end for
12: for i← 1, |I| do
13: for each pixel x of Ii do
14: apply Pk,1, . . . ,Pk,M to x
15: vi(x)← variance of the predictions
16: end for
17: pii(x)← probability proportional to vi(x)
18: sample B/K new pixels from pii, update Di
19: end for
20: end for
21: Pf ← train final predictor using Af and I
22: return Pf and {Pk,m} for every k and m
23: end procedure
24: procedure PHASEDVARPM-TEST
25: Input: scene set I, predictors Pf , {Pk,m},
26: budget B
27: for k ← 1,K do
28: for i← 1, |I| do
29: for each pixel x of Ii do
30: apply Pk,1, . . . ,Pk,M to x
31: vi(x)← variance of predictions
32: end for
33: pii(x)← probability proportional to vi(x)
34: sample B/K new pixels from pii, update Di
35: end for
36: end for
37: {Ĝi}i ← apply Pf to I
38: return {Ĝi}i
39: end procedure
Fig. 2. A generic algorithm for adaptive depth completion.
using its internal ensemble. This very same Random Forest
algorithm is also used as the final depth completion algorithm
Af . We comment that the size of the random subsample is
2048 pixels, which is a tiny fraction of the pixels in the
images we used. We therefore did not mind applying ensemble
predictors to all the pixels during training, including those
they were trained on (see the generic training procedure in
Figure 2).
The feature vector for a pixel x is defined as follows.
First, we convert RGB to HSV and take the color values
and pixel coordinates as features. We then find the three
nearest measured pixels (in the L1 distance) and engineer
several additional features. These include, for each neighbor,
its measured depth, its L1 distance from x, and for each
6Fig. 3. Depth completion with the NN and RF completion methods combined with the PM and grid sampling methods (RGBd, 1024 samples). The first row
shows the image and the ground truth. The second row shows the restriction of predictions with PM sampling to pixels with valid ground truth values, while
the last two rows show the full predictions. The edges of objects are smoother when NN is employed compared to when RF is employed, because of the
simplicity of the RF completion method, yet both perform well with PM in terms of RMSE.
coordinate and color value, the difference from the respective
value for x. We thus represent each pixel as a 5+7× 3 = 26-
dimensional feature vector. For the depth-only d scenario, the
same construction holds without the color-related features,
yielding 14 features.
Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the RF-based and NN-based
implementations as applied to real data.
D. Probability Matching
Focusing measurement on high-variance pixels is motivated
by the view of variance as a proxy for error. Specifically,
regarding the prediction of an ensemble member on a pixel
as a random variable P , and denoting g for the ground truth
value, we have by the bias-variance trade-off that
E[(P − g)2] = V ar(P ) + (E[P ]− g)2 .
For an idealized ensemble of infinite size and i.i.d. members,
the squared error of the ensemble is lower bounded by the
variance of the predictions. Furthermore, if the predictor has
a relatively small bias, the variance approximates the squared
error. We note that in our implementation the ensemble is
finite, so expectations are approximated by finite sums, and
that in our NN-based implementation the predictor variants
are not i.i.d. but based on distinct subsets.
Regarding variance as a proxy for error, we may ask what
is the optimal way for reducing the total variance in an image
given a budget of B pixels to measure. A solution to this
question seems infeasible for a complex predictor, let alone a
black-box one, but we may analyze a simplified scenario.
Consider an image with n pixels and assume that a single
pixel needs to be selected. We will make the further simpli-
fying assumption that selecting a pixel reduces its variance
to zero, without affecting the variance of all the other pixels.
The utility of selecting pixel i, denoted ui, is thus simply
the variance. The optimal strategy for maximizing the utility,
denoted MAX, trivially selects the best pixel. Its utility thus
satisfies uMAX = maxi{ui}.
Our probability matching strategy, denoted PM, selects a
pixel with probability proportional to its variance, and has
expected utility
uPM =
n∑
i=1
ui∑n
j=1 uj
· ui =
∑n
i=1 u
2
i∑n
i=1 ui
.
Finally, a strategy of completely random choice, denoted
RND, has expected utility uRND = (1/n)
∑n
i=1 ui.
The expected utility of PM is always better than that of
RND except for trivial scenarios. We have that
uPM =
∑n
i=1 u
2
i∑n
i=1 ui
≥
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
u2i
) 1
2
≥
1
n
n∑
i=1
ui = uRND ,
where both inequalities follow from the inequality of the
quadratic and arithmetic means, and equality is possible only
if u1 = . . . = un. Furthermore,
uPM ≥
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
u2i
) 1
2
≥ n−
1
2 max
i
{ui} = n
−
1
2uMAX ,
7256 samples
512 samples
1024 samples
4096 samples
Ground truth
Fig. 4. Final PM sampling patterns for various budgets with our NN-based
construction. The non-uniform patterns reflect the variance-based sampling
probabilities and also the available ground truth. As the sampling budget
increases, denser sampling is performed in each phase.
compared with uRND which may be as low as n
−1uMAX ,
specifically if only one pixel has positive variance. Finally,
we have that
uPM ≥
maxi{u
2
i }∑n
i=1 ui
=
maxi{ui}∑n
i=1 ui
· uMAX ,
so if the utility of one pixel dominates the sum, uPM would
get arbitrarily close to uMAX , while uRND would not. In
particular, if there is a single positive ui,
uPM = uMAX = n · uRND .
The above properties justify theoretically why PM is su-
perior to RND, a phenomenon that is also observed in our
experiments (see Section IV). However, these experiments
show that PM is also superior to the theoretically optimal
MAX, which empirically does even worse than RND. It
appears that for a normal-sized budget, the greedy approach of
MAX causes it to spend its budget redundantly in small areas
of the image, while PM inherently explores different parts
of it. From a so-called exploration-exploitation perspective, it
appears that MAX focuses too much on exploitation, RND
by definition focuses only on exploration, and PM strikes the
best balance. These observations, however, are outside our
theoretical analysis.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We studied two different implementations of our adaptive
sampling method using the KITTI depth completion dataset
[3]. In one implementation, the supervised NN-based depth
completion algorithm of Ma et al. was used as a black box in
our construction. We also applied our method in conjunction
with our Random Forest-based depth completion algorithm.
A. Data Preparation
The KITTI dataset includes a training set of 85898 frames
(divided into 138 different sequences, or drives) and 1000
selected validation frames, as well as other data. These scenes
have a maximal depth of approximately 85 meters. Each frame
has an RGB image, a corresponding noisy, sparse LiDAR scan,
and an enhanced, semi-dense depth map (the ground truth).
While the raw scans have an average of about 5% of the
pixels annotated for depth, the ground truth, which is enhanced
based on several raw scans and stereo images, has an average
of about 15% annotated pixels. We use the ground truth data
as the source of depth information in our experiments. This
choice serves to better test the ability of algorithms to freely
select sampling points based on their potential benefit.
We used the 31 smallest drives in the full KITTI training
set for the purpose of training our NNs. This subset, which
comprises 11994 images, is diverse and comprehensive enough
for the task, and its smaller size helped reduce run-time.
To train our RF-based implementation, this set was further
reduced to 500 images to accommodate computational con-
straints. The images of this subset were selected by skipping
a fixed number of images in each drive while alternating
between the right and left cameras.
For validation and testing, we split the KITTI selected
validation set into 203 validation images and 797 test im-
ages. Diverse scenes (both urban and rural) were allocated
to each subset, with images from the same drive always
being allocated to the same subset. To match the 1216×352
dimensions of validation and test images, a similarly-sized area
was cropped from the bottom and center of every training
image.
B. Algorithmic Settings
Our NN-based implementation uses the algorithm and code
of Ma et al. [16], [30]. We used their supervised algorithm with
a batch size of 4, an 18-layer architecture, and a maximum
of 7 training epochs instead of the default 11, to save run-
time. Otherwise, their default settings were used. For our
method, we used 4 phases and ensembles of size 5. For training
ensemble NNs, the drives in the training set were divided into
five subsets, which were roughly balanced in terms of image
counts.
The RF-based method was implemented using scikit-learn
[68]. The number of trees per forest was 40, except for the
final predictor where the number of trees was 500. Otherwise,
the default settings for random forest regression were used.
Our method was run with 8 phases.
8C. Evaluation Metrics
In our empirical analysis we report the root mean squared
error (RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE), computed
over all test pixels with annotated depth, as well as the absolute
relative error (REL) and the δ1 measure. These last two metrics
are defined by
REL = (1/N)
N∑
i=1
|pi − gi|/gi
and
δ1 = (1/N)
N∑
i=1
I {max{pi/gi, gi/pi} < 1.25} ,
where {(pi, gi)}
N
i=1 are pairs of predicted depths and ground
truth values, and I {E} denotes the indicator function of an
event E. We note that both the NN-based and RF-based depth
completion algorithms as well as the PM sampling method are
geared towards optimizing the RMSE. Thus, we expect mostly
this criterion to be affected by our techniques.
D. Our Results
We tested our methods using the KITTI data described
in Subsection IV-A. As the core depth completion algorithm
we used either the algorithm of Ma et al. (NN) or our own
Random Forest-based algorithm (RF). As the sampling method
we tried random and grid sampling, our phased ensemble-
based sampling with probability matching (PM) and with the
greedy maximal variance choice (MAX), as well as the super-
pixel sampler of Wolff et al. [4]. It should be noted that grid
sampling had to be approximated owing to the semi-dense
nature of the ground truth. Also included in the comparison is
the end-to-end adaptive sampling and reconstruction method
of Bergman et al. [5].
The results for the RGBd setting with a budget of 1024
samples are summarized in Table I. It can be seen that the
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE ON THE KITTI SUBSET (RGBD, 1024 SAMPLES)
Completion Sampling RMSE MAE
REL δ1 [%]Method Method [mm] [mm]
NN
Random 1737 655 0.038 98.45
Grid 1825 688 0.040 98.29
Ours (PM) 1077 473 0.030 99.24
MAX 3777 2090 0.138 82.25
Wolff et al. [4] 1302 522 0.030 99.30
RF
Random 2357 666 0.032 97.99
Grid 2348 647 0.031 98.06
Ours (PM) 1092 414 0.027 99.27
MAX 2308 1112 0.081 92.81
Wolff et al. [4] 1645 489 0.022 99.12
Bergman et al. [5]1 ∼1600 – – –
1 The comparison with this method is approximate.
PM sampling method is the best one in conjunction with both
completion methods, despite competition from the method of
Wolff et al. for the REL and δ1 relative measures. The greedy
MAX method does even worse than random and grid, a fact
explained by its highly redundant sampling pattern (Figure 5).
We note that the comparison with the method of Bergman
Fig. 5. Sampling patterns for PM (green) and MAX (blue) with our NN-based
construction. While PM inherently balances exploration and exploitation,
MAX does not, leading to redundant sampling in limited regions.
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Fig. 6. Prediction accuracy with different sampling budgets on the KITTI
subset with RGB and depth data. The respective sparsity levels are 0.06%,
0.12%, 0.24%, 0.48%, and 0.96% of all image pixels.
et al. is only approximate, since they use the entire KITTI
training data and report results on the entire validation set.
With this caveat, our PM method gives superior results for
both completion methods.
The advantage of our PM method over non-adaptive grid
sampling across sampling budgets is shown in Figure 6.
Both the NN and the RF completion methods enjoy better
performance in conjunction with PM. As the budget increases,
the advantage understandably decreases, but a bit less so for
RF. Visual comparisons of PM and grid sampling are shown
in Figures 3 and 8. Another way to measure the quality of
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Fig. 7. Prediction accuracy with depth data alone for our NN-based construc-
tion with different sampling budgets on the KITTI subset.
9Fig. 8. Qualitative depth completion results for our NN-based construction
on KITTI, with RGBd data and a sampling budget of 256, or 0.06% of all
image pixels. Top to bottom: RGB, grid sampling, PM sampling, and ground
truth. Object shapes and interiors are better preserved with PM.
an adaptive depth completion algorithm is by the fraction of
pixels one needs to sample to obtain a given RMSE goal,
as shown in Table II. In addition, we give the ratio between
the budgets required with the PM method and with grid
sampling for both the RF and NN completion methods. It
can be seen that our methods allow for significant savings
in sampling, with some dependence on the required accuracy.
The advantage of using PM over grid sampling is particularly
noticeable for the RF-based completion method. We note that
the numbers in Table II are interpolated from available results
by linear regression of the logarithm of the budget against the
logarithm of the RMSE, and for the method of Bergman et
al., they are also extrapolated.
As noted before, our methods are also applicable when only
depth data is available. Results for the NN-based construction
in this setting are given in Figure 7, which shows the same
general behavior as with RGBd data. We also observe that
having RGB data in addition to depth helps performance
moderately for small budgets but this effect decreases and may
even reverse for larger budgets. This phenomenon is explained
by the fact that concrete depth measurements are much more
informative than RGB data, and that at some point, RGB
data carries little additional relevant information considering
its huge size.
Finally, we examine the relations between the variance and
squared error of ensemble predictions in an empirical way.
As seen in Figure 9, these two quantities are highly corre-
lated, and the correlation decreases with every phase. Namely,
choosing points to measure according to their variance is an
approximation for choosing them according to their squared
error. While the squared error is not available to a sampling
algorithm in practice, one may simulate replacing the variance
with the squared error in our algorithm, as shown in Figure 10.
Interestingly, the RMSE of the idealized method behaves as
a lower bound to that of its realistic approximation, the PM
method. This behavior, however, is not claimed to always hold.
Figure 11 summarizes the relations between error and variance
in a visual way by providing a combined view of the variance-
based PM sampling pattern and the error across phases.
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Fig. 9. The correlation coefficient between the squared error and the variance
of ensemble predictions across phases. For each phase, the correlation is
computed for each image in our KITTI test set using predictions by the NN-
based construction (RGBd, 1024 samples). The per-phase distributions over
images show high correlation that decreases with each phase.
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Fig. 10. An idealized sampling procedure based on prediction squared error
instead of variance, compared with the variance-based PM as well as random
and grid sampling. Results shown are for our NN-based construction on the
KITTI subset with RGB and depth data.
E. Ablation Studies
This subsection describes several elements of algorithmic
tuning involved in the development of the methods used.
The number of phases. In principle, the number of phases
may be as high as the sampling budget, but each additional
phase incurs further computational cost, and too many phases
may also cause overfitting. Increasing the number of phases
improves accuracy dramatically for a small number of phases,
but improvement then tapers off or stops. Table III shows
the performance of our methods as a function of the number
of phases (powers of 2). For the NN method the optimal
choice is 4, and increasing the number of phases to 8 harms
performance. For RF improvement continues even as the
number of phases reaches 32, but slows down. We used 8
phases for RF as a trade-off between accuracy and run-time.
Recalculating the variance within each phase. Our im-
plementation calculates the variance of ensemble predictions
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TABLE II
SAMPLING BUDGET (AS % OF TOTAL PIXELS) REQUIRED TO OBTAIN TARGET PERFORMANCE
Completion Sampling RMSE [mm]
Method Method 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000
NN Random 1.609% 0.762% 0.413% 0.247% 0.158%
NN Grid 1.822% 0.926% 0.532% 0.333% 0.222%
NN Ours (PM) 0.389% 0.188% 0.103% 0.062% 0.040%
NN Wolff et al. [4] 0.550% 0.274% 0.155% 0.096% 0.063%
Bergman et al. [5] [3.022%]† [0.847%] [0.300%] 0.124% 0.058%
PM vs. Grid Ratio (NN) 1:4.7 1:4.9 1:5.2 1:5.4 1:5.5
RF Random 2.635% 1.388% 0.822% 0.528% 0.360%
RF Grid 3.022% 1.545% 0.893% 0.561% 0.376%
RF Ours (PM) 0.284% 0.175% 0.118% 0.085% 0.063%
RF Wolff et al. [4] 0.820% 0.467% 0.295% 0.200% 0.143%
PM vs. Grid Ratio (RF) 1:10.6 1:8.8 1:7.6 1:6.6 1:5.9
† Bracketed expressions are extrapolated.
TABLE III
THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF PHASES ON THE ACCURACY OF OUR METHOD (RGBD, 1024 SAMPLES)
# Phases
RMSE [mm] MAE [mm] REL δ1 [%]
NN RF NN RF NN RF NN RF
1 1551 1670 669 638 0.045 0.044 97.85 97.56
2 1185 1342 523 495 0.034 0.033 98.95 98.68
4 1077 1151 473 437 0.030 0.028 99.24 99.13
8 1165 1092 574 414 0.035 0.027 99.18 99.27
16 – 1055 – 399 – 0.025 – 99.35
32 – 1033 – 395 – 0.025 – 99.36
Phase 1, RMSE: 2935mm
Phase 2, RMSE: 1902mm
Phase 3, RMSE: 1228mm
Phase 4, RMSE: 1055mm
Final net, RMSE: 830mm
Ground truth
Fig. 11. Variance-based sampling patterns (green) and error maps (red) across
phases for our NN-based construction with RGBd data and 512 samples. Areas
of high error are sampled more frequently, reflecting a correlation between
the error and the variance and showing a gradual reduction in error. The last
error map shows the error of the final predictor.
at the beginning of each phase, and uses the result to pick
the subset of samples allocated for that phase. A more refined
alternative might be to divide the phase into multiple equal
sub-phases and recalculate the variance at the beginning of
each. This calculation would use predictions based on all
samples up to that point, including those in the current phase,
without requiring any further retraining. Experiments with the
NN-based method revealed no real benefit in using sub-phases,
which also incurs a heavier computational cost due to the extra
predictions.
Settings for the RF-based algorithm. The size of the final
forest, 500, is standard, and large enough for the average of
tree predictions to be stable. A similar choice could have
been made for all the other forests, but the smaller size of
40 was found to provide sufficient accuracy while allowing
for much better run-time. The choice of 3 nearest neighbors
in L1, a subsample of 2048 pixels per image, and a few
other feature-engineering decisions were made originally using
limited experimentation on a set of several hundred images
from the Virtual KITTI 1.3.1 dataset [69]. Visual inspection
ruled out an overlap between those images and the KITTI
subset used here.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we propose a method for adaptive sampling of
LiDAR measurements. This becomes an imperative issue as
programmable LiDARs, based on solid-state technologies, are
introduced into the market. Our solution is based on obtaining
the variance of an ensemble of predictors and using it as
a proxy for the local error estimation. The sampling stems
from a probability density function that is proportional to the
ensemble variance (probability matching). Several sampling
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phases are introduced to take advantage of partial sampling
data and to refine the probability estimations.
We show that the proposed method is significantly superior
to grid and to random sampling. Moreover, it outperforms
recent state-of-the-art adaptive sampling methods, suggested
this year by Bergman et al. [5] and Wolff et al. [4]. The
sampling principle can be leveraged by any depth completion
algorithm, for which an ensemble can be generated (usually
based on learning). Thus it can be used with depth comple-
tion algorithms based on neural nets. We also apply it in
conjunction with a new, simple depth completion algorithm
based on Random Forest. In this setting, the ensemble is
immediately available by treating as predictor each tree in
the forest. Surprisingly, with adaptive sampling and a fraction
of the training set, this Random Forest predictor achieves
remarkable results and can be considered as a significant new
contribution by itself.
Future work aims at extending this paradigm to video depth
completion, to optimize it to different loss functions, and to
establish theoretical guarantees.
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